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Abstract19

Despite the great potential of edge artificial intelligence (AI) which is the convergence of edge computing20

and AI, it acquires sufficiently large/diverse datasets and requires high energy consumption for model21

training on resource-constrained edge devices, hence hindering the application of edge AI at edge devices.22

This paper proposes a lead federated neuromorphic learning (LFNL) technique, which is a decentralized23

energy-efficient brain-inspired computing method, enabling edge devices to collaboratively train a global24

model while preserving privacy. Experimental results validate that LFNL substantially reduces the data25

traffic by >3.5× and computational latency by >2.0× compared to centralized learning, with a comparable26

classification accuracy, as well as significantly outperforms local learning with uneven dataset27

distribution among edge devices. Meanwhile, LFNL significantly reduces the energy consumption28

by >4.5× compared to standard federated learning with a slight accuracy loss up to 1.5%. Therefore, the29

newly proposed LFNL can facilitate the development of brain-inspired computing and edge AI.30

31
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Introduction32

In recent years, with the rapid development of mobile computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), billions33

of devices, sensors, tablets, robots, and machines are connected to the Internet, generating very large34

amounts of data at the ends of computer networks1. Driven by this trend, a powerful technique termed35

edge artificial intelligence (AI) amalgamating edge computing and AI2-6, has been proposed to enable36

edge devices to locally analyze and process data without offloading collected data to the center. Such a37

unique ability can ensure data privacy preservation, and reduce data traffic and network latency.38

Moreover, record accuracies have been achieved by deep learning of neural networks employed for39

speech recognition, image and video classification, and object detection in edge AI3-6. Despite these40

benefits, edge AI also faces the following two fundamental challenges. Firstly, modern AI-41

based algorithms depend intrinsically on sophisticated learning methods7, and more importantly on42

sufficiently rich training datasets8,9. Thus, the limited local datasets of edge devices make training reliable43

learning model almost impossible8,9. Secondly, running AI-based algorithms is generally energy-hungry,44

which inhibits energy-constrained edge devices from training/analyzing data locally2,3,10,11.45

One potential technique to address the first challenge is federated learning (FL)12,13. In FL, as46

reported2,4,14-16, multiple collaborative devices locally train an AI model (i.e., each on its own data, in47

parallel) without uploading raw data. In this context, devices only upload model parameters to a central48

server for global model aggregation. Then, the updated model parameters are sent back to devices for the49

next training epoch, repeating the process until convergence. FL not only enables edge AI to achieve a50

comparable model quality to centralized learning, but also reduces data traffic and preserves data privacy.51

For these reasons, FL has recently been applied in privacy-sensitive medical9,17-19, e.g., medical image52

classification17. Considering the central coordinator in FL, all clients/devices are required to trust the53

central server and the training speed is limited by the heterogeneity of edge devices20. To address this54

issue, decentralized FL has been presented19-24, where model parameters are exchanged only between55

interconnected devices without using a central server. Even so, cycling repeatedly model aggregation56

among devices results in increased training latency25-27. Futhermore, even if centralized or decentralized57

FL provides a solution for privacy-enhancing and reliable model training under insufficient datasets at58

edge devices, model training based on deep learning can consume significant amounts of energy, further59

hindering application of decentralized FL in energy-constrained edge devices.60

As noted above, standard deep learning algorithms, e.g., multi-layer artificial neural networks (ANNs)61

and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), are generally power-hungry28-31. To address this challenge,62

inspired by biological neurons, spiking neural networks (SNNs)32,33 have been proposed explored as a63

promising neuromorphic computing solution for the implementation of AI algorithms in edge devices due64

to their low energy consumption. SNNs simulate the electrical activity of human-brain systems and65

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=-MfRsM60KVtAp1c5bUJmTMuGTBpC8PzpokvuB9MdjoPz2k5LGiFzPTC37adGUysFZvNQREBhlhOtyW3hFxaa1OgmD2SzZ_3AIy1ScvBhIMm
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operates with continuous spatio-temporal dynamics and discrete spike events using Integrate-and-Fire (IF)66

or Leaky IF (LIF) neuron units34. Owing to the inherent parallelism of binary spike-based sparse67

computing over time steps, SNNs promise fast, sparse, and energy-efficient information processing35-40.68

Furthermore, several attempts have been made to combine SNNs with FL41,42 to improve both learning69

capability and energy efficiency, but model parameters are still aggregated by a central server.70

In this article, we propose lead federated neuromorphic learning (LFNL), a decentralized brain-inspired71

computing method based on SNNs, enabling multiple edge devices to collaboratively train a global72

neuromorphic model without a central coordinator. In particularly, we presents a leader election scheme73

to elect one device with high capability (e.g., computation and communication capabilities) as a leader to74

manage the model aggregation, which effectively accelerates the federated learning speed and and75

defends against model poisoning attacks (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). Experimental results76

demonstrate that LFNL achieves high classification accuracies of 94.3%, 95.6% and 94.7% on audio,77

visual and radar signal recognition tasks with uneven dataset distribution among devices. Such high78

accuracy is approximately equivalent to that of centralizing learning and significantly outperforms local79

learning. LFNL also substantially reduces data traffic (Fig. 2m and Fig. 6e) and computational latency80

(Fig. 2n, Fig. 3j, etc.) compared to centralizing learning. The results further verify that LFNL yields81

approximately state-of-the-art accuracy (up to 1.5% loss) with significant energy consumption reduction82

(~4.5×) compared to standard federated learning methods. LFNL promises several important benefits for83

edge AI compared to existing computing paradigms, including privacy enhancement, low computational84

latency, data traffic reduction, energy efficiency, and robustness. As such, LFNL is envisioned to85

significantly boost the development of brain-inspired computing and edge AI.86

87

Results88

Construction of lead federated neuromorphic learning. In order to enable edge devices to perform89

computing with low energy consumption, low latency, high-accuracy recognition with privacy-90

preservation, we developed a lead federated neuromorphic learning (LFNL) system, as shown in Fig. 1.91

Figure 1a illustrates the schematic diagram of a collaborative human social system. Each human being92

uses five general sensory organs to observe analog stimulus from outside environment, and then93

transforms the stimulus into spike signal using specialized neurons before processing them by the human94

brain nervous system. Each human being builds its corresponding knowledge model, and then shares the95

model with others to create an optimized knowledge model for better recognition. Inspired by this, a96

federated neuromorphic learning system is introduced for edge AI (Fig. 1b), where each edge device is97

equipped with camera sensors (vision), audio detectors (hearing), object sensing (radar), pressure sensors98
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99

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the lead federated neuromorphic learning system. a, Schematic of a100
social leaning network, where each human being uses five sensory organs to interact the outside101
environment via neural networks. Human beings in a group exchange learning knowledge with each other102
for better recognition. b, Inspired by the collaborative human learning system (Fig.1 a), a federated103
neuromorphic learning system is introduced to perform model aggregation from edge devices in a group.104
The integration between devices and outside environment is handled by using sensors (camera, sound105
collector, radar, touch sensor, etc.). c, The structure of an SNN which is adopted to perform neuromorphic106
computing for edge devices. d, Principle of LFNL without a central server, where one device is selected107
as a leader to manage model aggregation in a group. e, Simulated situation of multiple human beings108
crossing a vehicular road, where multiple edge devices can observe, hear, and sense traffic objects. f,109
Illustration of LFNL-based traffic recognition. The leader (device) leads other followers (devices) to train110
their own local neuromorphic models independently, and it collects local model parameters111
( 2w , 3w ,..., Kw ) to perform model aggregation before broadcasting the global parameters w to followers112
for next local training. The exchange of local and global parameters repeats until the convergence.113

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=9hSUrKimVLvdzEGHshzQT4H1K-rdvATk6CEK9SnFf4JEXO5PCZ38CMO5i7lOB69oon-anGXZteo-Dl7Wvv_L7gUiGM17oBpjy62CUYvuOsjvSFUSjTBavpUGMUKscfbM
http://www.baidu.com/link?url=9hSUrKimVLvdzEGHshzQT4H1K-rdvATk6CEK9SnFf4JEXO5PCZ38CMO5i7lOB69oon-anGXZteo-Dl7Wvv_L7gUiGM17oBpjy62CUYvuOsjvSFUSjTBavpUGMUKscfbM
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(touch), and signal detector (wireless communication). These sensors adopt SNNs as a neuromorphic114

processor to convert detected information into spike signals. The structure of SNNs with Meta-Dynamic115

Neurons (MDNs)31 is illustrated in Fig. 1c, and the inputs of SNNs are discrete spikes which are encoded116

from object analog signals (vision, audio, radar, etc.)31. The signals in input, hidden and output layers of117

SNNs are all spike trains (see Methods).118

LFNL is implemented with a leader and a number of followers in a group (Fig. 1d), the learning model119

parameters are shared and exchanged via distributed networks with each device training its model120

independently on local data. Note that the device with high computation, communication, and energy121

supply capabilities is elected as the leader to effectively manage model aggregation and accelerate the122

federated learning speed (leader election protocol and performance evaluation can be seen in123

Supplementary Fig. 1,2 ). To better illustrate the concept of LFNL for edge AI, we consider several edge124

crossing a vehicular road as an example (Fig. 1e). In social networks, human beings share their learning125

knowledge with each other to provide better object recognition, and one of them with a rich experience126

acts as a leader to lead the group members to better explore, learn, and adapt to the physical world.127

Inspired by the human-like learning functionalities, LFNL realizes object recognition by training or128

evaluating spike signals from auditory, vision, and radar systems using neuromorphic learning (Fig. 1e).129

The object of the leader is to aggregate the uploaded local neuromorphic model parameters130

( 2w , 3w ,..., Kw ) from followers. All followers only need to send their local model parameters to the131

leader instead of uploading the raw data. After aggregating the model parameters at each global epoch,132

the updated global parameter w will be sent to followers for the next training epoch. More details of the133

LFNL can be found in Methods.134

135

Application to audio recognition. We first tested the audio recognition capability of LFNL, and selected136

traffic sound dataset43 for performance evaluation. At first, we introduce four benchmark methods based137

on SNNs. Local neuromorphic learning (LNL) enables each device to locally train its model without138

sharing raw data with each other (Fig. 2a). Centralized neuromorphic learning (CNL) uses a central server139

to collect datasets of all devices for global model training (Fig. 2b). Centralized federated neuromorphic140

learning (CFNL) can keep the raw data on the device sides (Fig. 2c), and only the local model parameters141

need to be uploaded to the central server for model aggregation which enhances global accuracy, but it142

relies on a centralized structure. Transfer neuromorphic learning (TNL) keeps data on the device sides143

(Fig. 2d), and each device trains its model and then passes it to the next device for training, repeating the144

process cyclically. However, the devices train in sequence rather than in parallel, leading to a longer145

training latency26,27.146
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147
Fig. 2: LFNL for audio recognition in a vehicular road. a, Principle of local neuromorphic learning148
(LNL) with data and model on the device sides. b, Principle of centralized neuromorphic learning (CNL)149
with data and model being stored at the central server. c, Principle of centralized federated neuromorphic150
learning (CFNL) with data being kept on the device sides, and local model parameters are uploaded to the151
central server for model aggregation. d, Principle of transfer neuromorphic learning (TNL) with data152
being kept on the device side, and each device trains its model and then passes it to the next device for153
training, cyclically repeat the process. e, An example of audio recognition in a vehicular road, including154
firetruck, ambulance and general traffic sounds. f, g, Validation loss curves for three locally training155
devices and LFNL. h-j, Box plots show test accuracy performed for three locally training devices and156
LFNL with uneven distributions of training dataset (F: firetruck sound class, A: ambulance sound class, T:157
general traffic sound class). The training dataset distributions of three sound classes for three devices are158
shown at the top of these figures. k, Confusion matrix for the test set in LFNL after training. l-n, Test159
accuracy, data traffic, and training latency comparisons for different learning methods, respectively.160
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We implemented the experiments on Raspberry PI 4B, Raspberry PI 3B+ and one laptop (see Methods).161

In the benchmark of LFNL, an SNN has 128-2000-3 neurons (input-hidden-label layer size). For traffic162

sound dataset, in total, 600 sound samples were used with three classes, including firetruck, ambulance,163

and general traffic sound samples with each having 200 samples. 80% of the sound samples are used for164

training, and the remaining samples (20%) are adopted for validation and testing.165

As the validation loss is widely used to directly reflect the quality of training capability, we therefore166

visualized the validation loss values via training epochs for three locally training devices and LFNL.167

Since device 3 has insufficient training samples (Fig. 2f), it has a higher validation loss than those of the168

other two devices with more training samples, leading to a lower test accuracy of 84.2% (Fig. 2h). Both169

device 1 and device 2 achieve considerable high validation loss performance (Fig. 2f), and obtain the test170

accuracy of 91.3% and 91.4% (Fig. 2h), respectively. However, by applying LFNL, the system achieves a171

faster training convergence speed (Fig. 2g) and higher test accuracy of 94.3% (Fig. 2h) than those of the172

three locally training devices. Generally speaking, AI performs well when the training data is sufficient,173

for example, the training and test accuracy of device 1 and device 2 are considerably good. We further174

examined the stability and robustness of LFNL with extremely uneven dataset distribution of three classes175

at three devices. As depicted in Fig. 2i, as each device has very insufficient training samples on one class176

dataset, the overall test accuracy of the three locally training devices decreases substantially compared to177

Fig. 2h. Similarly, the phenomenon also happens with the uneven distribution of datasets on device 2 and178

device 3 (Fig. 2j). However, LFNL still maintains a high test accuracy of 95% and significantly179

outperforms locally training devices. Moreover, the LFNL results do not deteriorate when we divided the180

training samples into six smaller parts for six devices (Supplementary Fig.3). In addition, LFNL can181

effectively defenses the positioning model attack (Supplementary Fig.4).182

We further compared the performance of LFNL with other learning methods (Fig. 2l-n). As depicted in183

Fig. 2l, LFNL not only achieves a similar test accuracy to CNL, but significantly reduces both data traffic184

size by >3.5× (Fig. 2m) and training latency by ~2.0× (Fig. 2n). Both CFNL and LFNL train the learning185

model in parallel, and have approximately similar test accuracy (Fig. 2l) and training latency (Fig. 2n),186

but the former needs a central server for model aggregation and it also has higher data traffic (Fig. 2m).187

Unlike LFNL, TNL trains sequentially rather than in parallel and has lower data traffic than that of LFNL188

(Fig. 2m), but it requires much longer computational latency (Fig. 2n). The results shown in Fig. 2l-n189

strongly support the conclusion that LFNL is more suitable for edge AI by considering recognition190

accuracy, data traffic, latency and privacy-preserving factors.191

192

Application to visual recognition. Next, we applied LFNL to implement the visual recognition, as193

illustrated in Fig. 3a. In the benchmark LFNL, an SNN has 1728-2500-3 neurons (input-hidden-label194
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layer size). For the traffic image dataset44,45, in total, 872 images are used with three classes, including195

160 bicycle images, 205 car images, and 507 traffic light images. 80% of the images are used for training,196

and the remaining images (20%) are adopted for validation and testing.197

198

199

Fig. 3: LFNL for visual recognition in a vehicular road. a, An example of visual recognition (image200
classification) in a vehicular road, including bicycle, car, and traffic light image classes. b, Validation loss201
curves for three locally training devices and LFNL. c, Confusion matrix for the test set in LFNL after202
training. d-f, Box plots show test accuracy performed for three locally training devices and LFNL with203
uneven distributions of training dataset (B: bicycle image class, C: car image class, L: traffic light image204
class). g, Illustration of box plots showing test accuracy performed for six locally training devices and205
LFNL, where the training dataset is divided into six smaller parts for six devices. h-j, Validation loss206
curves, test accuracy and training latency performance comparisons for different learning methods,207
respectively.208
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Figure 3b illustrates the validation loss curves of three locally training devices and LFNL. The training209

dataset distributions of three traffic types (i.e., bicycle (B), car (C) and traffic light (L)) for three devices210

are shown at the top of Fig. 3d. Due to the insufficient training images, both device 2 and device 3 overfit211

quickly and result in an unstable training (Fig. 3b), achieving low test accuracies of 88.0% and 78.5%212

(Fig. 3d), respectively. Compared with the three locally training devices, LFNL overcomes the local213

overfitting issue, and significantly obtains a smoother and faster convergence speed (Fig. 3b), and214

achieves a higher test accuracy of 95.6% (Fig. 3d). We further examined the stability and robustness of215

LFNL with extremely uneven and insufficient dataset distribution. From Fig. 3e-g, we find that the216

overall test accuracy of locally training devices with uneven and insufficient dataset declines significantly,217

whereas the LFNL results do not deteriorate. Furthermore, LFNL still robustly achieves a high218

classification accuracy under the random image rotation angles (Supplementary Fig. 5).219

We also demonstrated the performance comparisons for different learning methods (Fig. 3h-j). As220

shown in Fig. 3h, LFNL achieves the similar training convergence and validation loss values to CNL,221

CFNL and TNL. In addition, it also obtains a comparable test accuracy to other learning methods (Fig. 3i).222

However, using our LFNL method, the training latency is significantly reduced in comparison to CNL223

and TNL (Fig. 3i). We note that both CNL and CFNL require a central structure which increases the data224

traffic size for edge AI. In these results (Fig. 3b-j), LFNL significantly outperforms individual devices225

regardless of how uneven the data distributions are, and its recognition capability is close to that of the226

centralized learning method.227

228

Application to radar signal recognition. This chapter tests the radar signal recognition capability of229

LFNL, where we simulate a situation (Fig. 4a) that devices (e.g., vehicles) use radar systems to recognize230

the human being gestures in a vehicular road, such as gesture recognition when persons cross a road, call231

a taxi, and call for a stop of a bus. In total, 1695 five-class radar gesture samples30 are adopted for232

classification evaluation, where 80% and 20% of the samples are used for training and testing,233

respectively. In the benchmark LFNL, an SNN has 4800-1000-5 neurons (input-hidden-label layer size).234

Figure 4b represents the validation loss curves for three locally training devices and LFNL, where the235

dataset distribution for the three devices are set as 39.5%, 27.8% and 12.7%, respectively. Similarly, due236

to the insufficient training samples, device 3 achieves higher validation loss values than those of the other237

two devices, leading to a lower test accuracy of 78.3% (Fig. 4c). Fortunately, this key challenge can be238

addressed by using LFNL, as illustrated in Fig. 4c,d, the accuracy of the three locally training devices are239

obviously improved from 93.2%, 91.1% and 78.3% to 94.7%, respectively. Here, we divided the training240

samples into six parts for six devices with each being with smaller training dataset, the dataset distribution241

at six devices are set as 17.7%, 17.7%, 14.8%, 11.8%, 8.9%, and 9.1% (running at the laptop),242
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respectively. As shown in Fig. 4e, the overall test accuracy of the six locally training devices significantly243

reduces, especially the performance of device 5 and device 6, because they have very small training244

samples, whereas the LFNL results do not deteriorate. The confusion matrix of five-label recognition is245

provided in Fig. 4f. For each gesture class, only very few samples are miss-classified into other classes.246

Similar to the results (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), the test accuracy of LFNL still is still equivalent to other learning247

methods (e.g., CNL and TNL), as shown in Fig. 4g. However, LFNL significantly reduces the training248

latency compared with CNL and TNL (Fig. 4h), and it does not need a central server compared with CNL249

and CFNL.250

251

252

Fig. 4: LFNL for radar signal recognition in a vehicular road. a, An example of radar signal253
recognition in a vehicular road, which has five radar gesture classes. b, Validation loss curves for three254
locally training devices and LFNL. c, d, Box plots show test accuracy and histogram plot illustrate255
average test accuracy performed for three locally training devices and LFNL after training. e, Illustration256
of box plots showing test accuracy performed for six locally training devices and LFNL, where the257
training dataset is divided into six smaller parts for them. f, Confusion matrix for the test set in LFNL258
after training. g, h, Test accuracy and training latency performance comparisons for different methods,259
respectively.260

261

Analysis of recognition accuracy and energy consumption. It is also necessary to analyze the reasons262

why we proposed LFNL-SNN for edge AI instead of using standard AI algorithms. This chapter263

compares both the accuracy and energy consumption performances (Fig. 5) between LFNL-SNN and264

standard lead federated learning based ANN (LFL-ANN), in order to reflect the energy efficiency of265

LFNL. Note that both SNNs and ANNs have the same learning structure for fair comparison. The details266

of energy consumption analysis can be found in Methods.267
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268

Fig. 5: Recognition accuracy and computation energy comparisons between ANNs and SNNs269
trained on the audio, vision and radar datasets. a, Audio classification accuracy comparison between270
LFNL-SNN and LFL-ANN versus the spike train duration T of the operation of SNNs on traffic sound271
dataset. Both SNNs and ANNs have the same learning structure with 128-500-3 neurons (input-hidden-272
label layer size). b, c, Average test accuracy and energy consumption comparisons when the spike train273
duration T is 15. d, Visual classification accuracy comparison between LFNL-SNN and LFL-ANN versus274
T of SNNs on traffic image dataset. Both SNNs and ANNs have the same learning structure with 1728-275
2500-3 neurons. e, f, Average test accuracy and energy consumption comparisons when the spike train276
duration T is 15. g, Radar gesture classification accuracy comparison between LFNL-SNN and LFL-ANN277
versus T of SNNs on radar gesture dataset. Both SNNs and ANNs have the same structure with 4800-278
1000-5 neurons. h, i, Average test accuracy and energy consumption comparisons when the spike train279
duration T is 15.280

281
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In Fig. 5a,d,g, we find that the accuracy of LFNL-SNN suffers a slight loss (up to 1.5% loss) compared282

to LFL-ANN. In ANN, neurons characteristic with each other adopting activation coded in high-precision283

as well as continuous values, and only propagate signals in the spatial region. Different from ANNs,284

SNNs show signal in spike trains coded in binary events instead of continue activation and each spiking285

neuron goes through rich dynamic behaviors. Thus, the presented LFNL-SNN generally has more286

temporal versatility but slightly lower recognition accuracy (Fig. 5a,d,g) compared to LFL-ANN mainly287

with spatial propagation and continuous activation35-42. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 5e, the visual288

recognition accuracy of LFNL-SNN is 94.3%, only slightly lower than that of LFL-ANN with the289

accuracy of 95.8% in this scenario.290

Figure 5c,f,h show the estimated energy consumption of ANNs and SNNs models trained on the audio,291

vision and radar datasets for three devices, respectively. From these figures, compared with LFL-ANN,292

the significant larger energy saving gains achieved can be attributed to the sparsity obtained with event-293

driven spike trains in SNNs. For example, for visual recognition illustrated in Fig. 5f, the energy294

consumption by LFL-ANN is 13.85 µJ, whereas that of LFNL-based SNNs is 2.92µJ which is 4.75×295

more efficient. Using LFNL-SNN, the computation energy is substantially reserved and recognition296

accuracy is also guaranteed for edge AI.297

298

Application in large and high-dimensional datasets. In addition to evaluating performance on audio,299

visual, and radar signal recognition tasks, LFNL is expected to be effective and robust in a larger and300

more high-dimensional multi-class classification. Therefore, we further applied LFNL to the classification301

of MNIST handwritten digits46 and speech TIDIGITS47,48.302

Figure 6 a-e shows the experiment results for different learning methods on the MNIST dataset with303

784-500-10 neurons (input-hidden-label layer size). As observed in Fig. 6a,b, the test accuracies of the304

three locally training devices are more than 92%, because the three devices have sufficient training305

samples (25000, 25000 and 5000 samples). By using LFNL, the test accuracy of device 3 can be306

significantly improved from 92.3% to 97.5%. The confusion matrix of FLNL for the test data set after307

training is depicted in Fig. 6c, in which the classification accuracy of each class is more than 96%. Figure308

6d,e captures the test accuracy and data traffic comparisons. The test accuracy of CNL is slightly higher309

than that of other three methods (Fig. 6d), but the local dataset of each device is required to share which310

needs greater data traffic (Fig. 6e) and data sharing leaks the private information. Although TNL has311

lower traffic size than that of FLNL (Fig. 6e), it needs longer training latency as it is not parallel training.312

We further evaluated the classification capability of LFNL on eleven-class speech TIDIGITS dataset,313

where Fig. 6f-j indicates the results for learning networks with 1640-1000-11 neurons (input-hidden-label314

layer size). Owing to sufficient training samples at three locally training devices, an approximate test315
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316

Fig. 6: Classification evaluation on MNIST and TIDIGITS datasets. a, 35 independent test accuracy317
evaluations for three locally training devices and LFNL after training on MNIST dataset. The dataset318
distributions for the three devices are accordingly set as 38.8%, 38.5% and 7.7%, respectively. b, Box319
plots show test accuracy for 35 independent test evaluations of Fig. 6a. c, Confusion matrix for the test set320
in LFNL after training. d, e, Test accuracy and data traffic size performance comparisons for different321
methods on MNIST dataset, respectively. f, g, Test accuracy evaluation and box plots show test accuracy322
for three locally training devices and LFNL on TIDIGITS dataset after 35 independent experiment runs.323
The dataset distribution for the three devices are accordingly set as 37.7%, 37.7% and 6.2%, respectively.324
h, Confusion matrix for the test set in LFNL after training. i, j, Test accuracy and training latency325
performance comparisons for different methods on TIDIGITS dataset, respectively.326

327
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accuracy of 95% at three devices can be achieved (Fig. 6f,g), but the performance can be enhanced to328

97.1% by using LFNL. Notably, as shown in Fig. 6i, both CNL and TNL obtain slightly higher test329

accuracy than that of CFNL and LFNL. However, CFNL and LFNL require 2.5× longer training latency330

than that of CFNL and LFNL (Fig. 6j) as they train sequentially rather than in parallel, which may not be331

suitable for real-time edge AI.332

We note that the overall accuracy of local training devices substantially declines (Supplementary Fig. 6)333

when we divide MNIST and TIDIGITS datasets for more small devices, whereas the LFNL results still do334

not deteriorate.335

336

Discussion and conclusion337

In this paper, we have proposed a lead federated neuromorphic learning method for edge AI, namely338

LFNL, integrating brain-inspired neuromorphic computing and federated learning in the domain of339

human-like machine intelligence. LFNL enables edge devices to collaboratively train a global reliable340

model while preserving privacy without a central server, in the presence of uneven and insufficient341

training data on edge devices. Owing to the decentralized federated learning and parallel training342

structures of LFNL, it directly replaces the centralized data sharing paradigm across edge device without343

any central server, and thus significantly reduces the heavy data traffic, enforces data privacy and344

decreases training latency compared to existing centralized learning methods. Moreover, with the345

implementation of spike-based processing features in LFNL, our platform is highly economic in energy,346

which makes LFNL available to energy-constrained edge devices.347

The advantages of LFNL were experimentally demonstrated in a series of benchmark comparisons on348

audio, visual and radar signal recognition tasks under uneven dataset distribution. LFNL achieves an349

inference accuracy of more than 94% for each task, and it significantly outperforms the locally training350

method and obtains a comparable recognition accuracy to centralized learning without sharing heavy data351

traffic, as shown in Fig. 2-4. Due to the spike activation driven in LFNL, the method requires a finite352

number of training time steps T to optimize LFNL-SNN and obtains slight lower classification accuracy353

than that of the standard federated learning-based ANNs, but it can significantly reduce the energy354

consumption for energy-constrained devices (Fig. 5). Due the scalability of LFNL, such a high355

classification accuracy (up to 97.5%) is still observed, even when we extend it to the classification on356

larger and more high-dimensional datasets (MNIST and TIDIGITS) (Fig. 6).357

In brief, LFNL offers a unique but powerful route to democratize the use of neuromorphic learning in358

the domain of human-like machine intelligence. Owing to the aforementioned benefits and advantages,359

LFNL can effectively deploy deep learning of neural networks for resource-constrained edge devices360
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with various practical applications, such as speech recognition, image and video classification, smart361

sensing, health monitoring and multiple object detection in edge AI. It also can deploy deep learning362

on large-scale scientific/industrial systems, for example, autonomous instruments, autonomous363

vehicles and mission critical diagnostics. This gives us confidence that LFNL will greatly contribute to364

the development of brain-inspired computing and edge AI.365

366

Methods367

SNNs model. In order to enable SNNs to achieve a better learning efficiency and generalization for object368

recognition/classification in LFNL, SNNs combined with MDN architecture31 is used in our work. The369

MDN is designed with meta neurons including the first-order and second-order dynamics of membrane370

potentials, as well as the spatial and temporal meta types supported by hyper-parameters31.371

Fig. 1c shows a typical SNNs architecture with LIF neurons. The spiking neurons in SNNs372

communicate with each other by spike trains coded in binary events (1: spike, 0: no spike) in a temporal373

domain over a given number of time steps T, referred to as spike train duration. In this work34, LIF 34 is374

applied to perform standard first-order dynamic spike neurons which includes only up to an attractor. The375

dynamic behavior of the i-th spike neuron using LIF is characterized by376

( ) ( ) ( )i
i

dU t U t C t
dt

  = , (1)377

where ( )iU t denotes the the membrane potential and  is the time constant for ( )iU t . ( )C t is the input378

synaptic current (the weighted summation of pre-spike) at time t can be defined by379

,1( ) ( )N
i j i ni nC t w V t t


   , (2)380

where ( )i nV t t is the spike event from the current neuron i to its pre-neuron j, ,i jw is the synaptic381

weight between them and N denotes the number of neurons. In this context, the dynamic behavior of382

spike neurons in the first-order is given by383

( )
,1

re th

th

( ) ( ),
( ) 1 &  ( ) ,  if ( ) ,
( ) 0,  if ( ) ,

i NdU t
i i j i ni ndt

i i i

i i

U t w V t t
S t U t U U t U
S t U t U

  
  
   
  

 =
(3)384

where ( )iS t is the output of the i-th neuron at time t, reU and thU are the reset potential and firing385

threshold (resting potential), respectively. In equation (3), the spike event ( )iS t can be obtained based on386

the value of membrane potential ( )iU t , e.g., ( ) 1iS t  when th( )iU t U , otherwise, ( ) 0iS t  .387

The dynamic behavior of the i-th second-order Izhikevich neuron with MDNs can be expressed by 31388
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(4)389

where ( )iH t denotes a resistance value simulating hyperpolarization which is tapped to charge the390

activation and inactivation of currents, a , b , c , and d are the dynamic parameters which are used391

to distinguish the different second-order dynamics of membrane potential in SNN. From equation (4), we392

can observe that the attractor of ( )iU t is determined by ( )iH t and ,1( ) ( )N
i j i ni nC t w V t t


   . Note393

that a sigmoid function is utilized to limit the range of input currents ( )C t 31.394

In SNN, the loss function is used to evaluate the mean square error between output firerates and labels395

iY , where i denotes the index of neurons, which is given by396

2

1 1

1 ( )
N T

i i
i t

Loss S t Y
T 

 
  

 
  . (5)397

Considering the fact that the widely-used gradient back propagation (BP) is not biologically-plausible398

and SNNs has non-differential characteristic, and thus it is hard to directly adopt BP to train the SNNs399

model in LFNL. Thus, an approximate BP trick technique31,35 is used to train SNNs by setting a pseudo400

differential gradient with lower and upper bounds for infinite differential gradients by a spiking time401

window. The pseudo differential gradient is expressed by402

th tar1,  if  | ( ) |< ,
0,  otherwise,

iU t U U
G


 


(6)403

where G is the gradient which is used to dynamically update the synaptic values in SNNs, and tarU is404

the range of membrane potential between input information. In SNNs, the learning structure is trained on405

a sequence of binary spike events over a given number of time steps T, more detail can be found in the406

study31.407

408

LFNL model. Federated learning has become an important paradigm aiming to train a collaborative AI409

model while keeping all the training data localized12,13 and privacy-preserved. Thus, federated learning is410

recently applied to hold great promises on edge data analytics14-16, which enables edge devices to train411

their AI models locally without sharing sensitive private data to each other.412

To perform the privacy-preserving model aggregation, in the system, a set of edge devices {1, , }K …K413

participate in a global neuromorphic model training (i.e., training federation for object recognition) with a414
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leader to performance model aggregation. Each device k adopts its local database kD to train its local415

neuromorphic model parameters kw without sharing local data with the leader. In the federated learning416

scenario, the loss function , ,( ; , )k k j k jf w x y is introduced to quantify the federated performance error417

over the input data sample vector ,k jx on the training model kw and the desired output scale vector ,k iy418

for each input sample j at the k-th device. Accordingly, the local loss function on the training set kD at419

the k-th device can be expressed by420

, ,
1( )= ( ; , )

| |
k

k k k j k j
k j

F f

w w x y
DD

, (7)421

where | |kD denotes the cardinality of the set kD . At the leader side, the global loss function with the422

local datasets of participating device can be expressed by423

, ,
| | 1( ) ( )= ( ; , )
| | | |

k

k
k k k j k j

kk k j
F F f

  
  w w w x y
K K D

D
D D

, (8)424

where w denotes the global model parameters at the leader and D is the sum data samples from all425

participating devices. The objective of the federated task is to find an optimal model parameter w by426

minimizing the global loss function expressed by427

arg min ( )F w w . (9)428

The leader iteratively updates the aggregated model through the local training procedure across edge429

devices in a group until the model converges to a certain learning accuracy target. The leader election430

protocol and process can be found in Supplementary Fig. 1b,c.431

432

Energy consumption analysis. Similar to the work49, the energy consumption can be calculated based on433

the number of floating point operations (FLOPS) of ANNs or SNNs networks which are approximately434

equivalent to the number of multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operations. In the case of ANNs, FLOPS435

mainly includes the MAC operations of convolutional and linear layers. On the contrary, for SNNs, as it436

performs training over binary spike signals, only accumulate (AC) operations are needed to handle the dot437

operations, except the first input layer. For each convolutional layer of ANN or SNN, with I input438

channels, O output channels, M M input feature map size, and Q Q output size, and its FLOPS for439

ANNs and SNNs are respectively calculated by49440
2 2ANNF Q I p O    , (12)441

2 2SNNF Q I p O R     , (13)442
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where R is the net spiking rate across training latency steps in SNNs, and we know 1R  due to the443

sparse event-driven activity. We note that equation (13) is calculated over one time-step in SNN.444

After providing the operation calculation for ANN and SNN in equations (12) and (13), we specify the445

energy consumption of each MAC or AC operation on 45nm CMOS processor with 32-bit integer446

arithmetic50. Each MAC operation consumes 3.2 pJ while each AC operation needs only 0.1 pJ in the447

45nm CMOS processor. Hence, the total energy consumption for an ANN ( ANNE ) and an SNN ( SNNE )448

can be calculated by49449

 1
L ANN

ANN l MAClE F E  , (14)450

 1 2
LSNN SNN

SNN MAC l AClE F E F E T     , (15)451

where L is the number of layers of an ANN or SNN. MACE and ACE are the energy consumption of one452

MAC or AC operation, respectively. In the case of SNNs, as shown in equation (15), the total energy453

consumption requires considering the total number of AC operations over T time training steps. In454

addition, as the first layer (input layer) in SNNs needs to process the analog input into binary spike events,455

and thus MAC operations are used in this layer. Note that the energy calculation in equations (14) and (15)456

are approximate estimations which do not take into account the memory and any hardware circuit energy457

consumption.458

459

Experiment hardware and software. We implement the experiments on two Raspberry PI 4B (CPU460

clock: 1.5 GHz, RAM: LPDDR4 8 GB), one Raspberry PI 3B+ (CPU clock: 1.4 GHz, RAM: LPDDR4 1461

GB) and one laptop (CPU: 1.60GHz, RAM: 8 GB). Note that when we implement the experiment with462

more devices setting, we run the results on the laptop. For software, the experiments of the study are463

performed by using PyTorch via Python 3.0. The network and training parameters in our experiments are464

shown in Supplementary Table 1.465

466

Data availability467

The sound or speech databases can be accessed at https://www.kaggle.com/vishnu0399/emergency-468

vehicle-siren-sounds43, the TIDIGITS database47 (https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC93S10) and the469

work48. The image databases are collected from https://github.com/nikhilpatil99/Smart-Traffic-470

Management-Using-Deep-Learning44, https://www.kaggle.com/hj23hw/pedestrian-augmented-traffic-471

light-dataset45, and the MNIST database46 (http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/). The radar gesture database472

is collected from the study30.473

474

https://www.kaggle.com/vishnu0399/emergency-vehicle-siren-sounds
https://www.kaggle.com/vishnu0399/emergency-vehicle-siren-sounds
https://github.com/nikhilpatil99/Smart-Traffic-Management-Using-Deep-Learning
https://github.com/nikhilpatil99/Smart-Traffic-Management-Using-Deep-Learning
https://www.kaggle.com/hj23hw/pedestrian-augmented-traffic-light-dataset
https://www.kaggle.com/hj23hw/pedestrian-augmented-traffic-light-dataset
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Supplementary information (SI)607

608

SI.1: Leader election for federated learning609

The leader election plays an important role of federated model aggregation performance for edge AI.610

The leader with high computation and communication capabilities can speed up the federated aggregation611

process and reduce the overall training latency, whereas the federated aggregation latency will be612

negatively impacted if the network elects a leader with low computation and communication capabilities.613

For example, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1a, there are three leader election scenarios in terms of614

communication capability evaluation. We consider the communication capability as an example for leader615

election, and assume that other metrics (e.g., computation and energy supply capabilities) are equal for all616

devices. Note that with the increase of communication distance, the communication data rate deceases1-3,617

thus leading to the increase of data packet transmission latency. For Scenario 1 or Scenario 2, as the618

system does not take the communication distance (wireless communication link quality) into account but619

randomly elects one of devices as the leader to perform model aggregation. In this case, as the elected620

leader (device 5 or device 6) locates at the edge, the followers (e.g., device 2) located at the opposite621

corner have a greater communication distance, resulting in a limited communication data rate and622

increasing the data packet transmission latency. The leader needs to wait the last follower to upload the623

local model parameters before performing model aggregation, which directly increases the overall624

processing delay. On the contrary, this issue can be effectively addressed by considering the625

communication capability into the leader election, as shown in Scenario 3 (Supplementary Fig. 1a). The626

reason is that the elected leader locates at the center of the edge devices, and the communication distance627

(wireless communication link quality) from followers to the leader are relatively balanced, and thus there628

does not exist the extreme situation where the communication distance between any edge follower and the629

leader is extremely far. In this context, taking the device's metrics into account for the leader election can630

greatly improve the federated model aggregation in terms of lower latency.631

The flow chart for leader election is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b. Firstly, each participant edge632

device calculates its weighted score based on the three metrics, i.e., computation, communication and633

energy supply capabilities, where the weighted score can be expressed by634

Weighted Score=Communication capability+ Computation capability+ Energy supply capability. (1)635

Then, each candidate advertises its score for leader election. The device with the highest score is636

elected as the leader to perform federated model aggregation.637

638
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639
640

Supplementary Fig. 1: Leader election and federated model aggregation process. a, An example of641

the leader election in three scenarios in terms of communication capability. b, Flow diagram of proposed642

leader election protocol. c, Algorithm of the LFNL enabled federated model aggregation process.643

644

Once the leader is elected, the federated learning can be implemented which is shown in645

Supplementary Fig. 1c. Firstly, the leader broadcasts the initialized model w to all followers. Each device646

trains its own local model independently and in parallel based on its dataset, and then uploads its local647

model parameters to kw to the leader instead of uploading the raw data. The leader collects local model648

parameters ( 1w , 2w , 3w ,..., Kw ) to perform model aggregation before broadcasting the updated global649

parameters w to followers for next round of local training. The exchange of local and global parameters650

repeats until the convergence. Here, the federated averaging method is used for model aggregation1.651
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As mentioned earlier, leader election aims to accelerating the federated training process. Thus, both the652

computation and communication times are also essential metrics to be optimized. Before evaluating the653

performance of the leader election scheme, we introduce the definitions of the computation and654

communication times in federated learning systems as follows2,3.655

The computation time kT of the k-th device mainly depends on its training dataset size | |kD and the656

computation capability. In each global epoch, the local computation time of device k is calculated by657

local | |k k k k kT E C f D , (2)658

where kC (cycles/bit) denotes the number of Central Processing Unit (CPU) cycles needed for computing659

a sample data, kE is the number of local training epochs and kf is the CPU frequency of device k. In660

LFNL, as a device is elected to perform model aggregation and model quality evaluation. In this case, the661

computation time on testing dataset per global epoch is calculated by662

test leader test leader| |T C f D , (3)663

where testC is the number of CPU cycles needed for computing a sample data, test| |D is the testing664

dataset size of its set testD , and leaderf is the CPU frequency of the elected leader.665

In each global epoch, each device needs to upload its local training model parameters to the leader for666

model aggregation, and the leader also broadcasts the updated global model parameters to all participating667

followers for the next training process. During this process, the communication time of one model upload668

or broadcast between the leader and the k-th follower can be expressed by669

com
model| |k kT R D , (4)670

where model| |D is the model parameters size of its set modelD , and kR is the the achievable data rate671

between the leader and follower k, which is given by672

22log (1 )kPh
kR B


  , (5)673

where B is the wireless transmission bandwidth, P parameters is the transmission power, kh is the674

channel gain between the leader and device k, and 2 is the background Gaussian noise power. We675

assume that all devices have the same bandwidth and transmission power.676

Overall, the total training time depends on communication together with computation time over a677

number of global epochs I. Here, we use the synchronized updates property in the federated systems4,678

where the leader begins to aggregate the global model until all followers upload their local models. Thus,679

the overall training time defined as680
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 local com
testmax max(2 )k k

k k
T I T T T    . (6)681

Note that in equation (6), as model parameters are required to be uploaded and downloaded, and thus682

the communication time is com2 kT per global epoch.683

We consider a single-cell network with a radius of 60 meter. Six devices are randomly located over the684

network. The path loss between one device and another device is 4h d  5,6 with d being the685

communication distance in metre. We set that each device has B=0.5 MHz bandwidth for uploading and686

downloading model parameters. The transmission power P and background Gaussian noise power 2 are687

set as 50 mW and -100 dBm, respectively. The computation frequency of devices is uniformly set from688

the set [0.5, 1.0, 1.5] GHz. Parameter C is uniformly distributed in [50, 100] cycles/bit for all devices.689

Each device has | | 1553D Kbits training samples, model| | 2296D Kbits model parameters, and the690

testing dataset size is test| | 1170D Kbits. In the benchmark SNNs, the number of nodes of the input691

layer is 1728, the number of neuron nodes of one hidden layer is 300, and the number of nodes of the692

output layer is 3. The traffic image dataset7,8 is used for performance elevation, in total, 872 images are693

used with three classes, including 160 bicycle images, 205 car images, and 507 traffic light images. 80%694

of the images are used for training, and the remaining images (20%) are adopted for validation and testing.695

The training dataset is divided into six small parts for six devices, and we run the experiments at a laptop.696

Here we provide the performance comparisons between the proposed leader election scheme and the697

random leader election scheme. Supplementary Fig.2 shows the obtained convergence speed and test698

accuracy throughout the federated training time for the two schemes. Overall, the proposed LFNL method699

considers computation and communications aspects into the leader election that results in the convergence700

speed enhancements supporting real-time edge computing deployments. In particularly, we find that701

LFNL obtains the faster convergence speed while maintaining the higher test accuracy via training time702

slots. For example, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig.2a, when the validation loss is 0.025, the training703

completion times of the leader election scheme and the random leader election scheme are 20.6s and704

34.3s, respectively, significantly reducing the overall training time by nearly 66.5%. The reason lies in the705

fact that electing the leader with high computation and communication capabilities to perform federated706

model aggregation, which substantially reduces computation and communication times. Hence, LFNL707

with leader election is valuable in accelerating the federated learning process on edge devices.708

709
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710
711

Supplementary Fig. 2: Performance evaluation of LFNL-based leader election on traffic image712

dataset7,8. a, Validation loss curves via training time for the leader election and random leader election713

schemes. b, Test accuracy via training time for the leader election and random leader election schemes.714

715

716

SI.2: Learning with more edge devices on traffic sound dataset717

718

Supplementary Fig. 3: LFNL for audio recognition with scenario that dividing the training dateset719
for six edge devices with each being with small dataset size. a, 35 independent test accuracy720
evaluations for six locally training devices and LFNL after training. The dataset distributions for the six721
devices are equally set as 13.3%. b, Box plots show test accuracy for 35 independent evaluations of722
Supplementary Fig. 3a.723

724

725
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As described in the main manuscript, AI performs well when the training data is sufficient9,10, for726

example, the test accuracy values of device 1 and device 2 (Fig. 2h in the main manuscript) are727

considerably good. To demonstrate the scalability and robustness of LFNL, we divide the training728

samples into six parts for six devices with each being with smaller training dataset, the dataset distribution729

at the six devices is equally set as 13.3%. As depicted in Supplementary Fig. 3a,b, not only the test730

accuracy values of six locally training deices are all significant lower than that of LFNL, but also their731

test accuracy values fluctuate more frequently due to insufficient training samples. This is because the732

insufficient training sound samples enable local learning to overfit quickly and lead to an unstable733

training model. In this scenario, LFNL still achieves the comparable test accuracy of 92.4% to the734

centralized learning method (shown in Fig. 2l with yellow color box in the main manuscript).735

736

SI.3: Learning under poisoning model attack on traffic sound dataset737

In the federated learning system that operates on large scales, it may give rise to performance738

degradation caused by malicious or low-quality participants11, where poisoning or low-quality model739

parameters hamper the global accuracy of jointly trained model by uploading malicious or low-quality740

inputs during model aggregation process. Fortunately, as reported12-14, various poisoning model detection741

algorithms have been proposed to defense poisoning attack, such as generative adversarial networks-742

based FL12 and participants selection3. To demonstrate the robustness of LFNL, we also examine it in the743

presence of poisoning or low-quality model.744

We set up an experimental scenario (Supplementary Fig. 4a) that the traffic sound dateset15 is divided745

into six small parts for six edge devices, where one of six devices acts as a malicious participant with746

poisoning or low-quality model and others are normal. Here, we compared the following leaning methods:747

1. The normal federated learning system with no positioning model attack and all edge devices are normal,748

denoted by no positioning model attack. 2. One malicious edge device joins the federated learning system749

and sends its positioning model parameters to degrade the global training accuracy. All devices are750

decentralized edge devices and no leader detects the positioning model and selects the normal participant751

devices for model aggregation, denoted by decentralized FNL(DFNL) without selection. 3. The leader752

detects the positioning model and selects the normal devices for model aggregation, denoted by LFNL753

with selection.754

In the experiments presented in Supplementary Fig. 4a, due to the poisoning model attack during755

federated model aggregation process, the validation loss curve of the method (DFNL without selection)756

has an unstable training. Interestingly, its validation loss values increase as the increasing number of757
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758

Supplementary Fig. 4: Performance elevation under positioning model attack on traffic sound759
dataset. a, Scenario that one of six edge devices is a malicious participant with poisoning or low-quality760
model to attack the federated learning process, while other devices are normal. The dataset distributions761
for the six devices are equally set as 13.3%. b, Validation loss curves for three learning methods. c, 35762
independent test accuracy evaluations for three learning methods after training. d, Box plots show test763
accuracy for 35 independent test evaluations of Supplementary Fig. 4c.764

765

training epoch, leading to a low test accuracy of 80.3% (Supplementary Fig. 4b,c). On the contrary, as766

indicated by a lower loss and higher test accuracy in Supplementary Fig. 4 (red color), LFNL with767

selection defense the poisoning model attack and significantly outperforms DFNL without selection. The768

reason is that the proposed method (LFNL with selection) enables the system to select a leader to detect769

the malicious device, and schedules normal devices to participate the federated model aggregation. Thus,770

its loss curve is smoother and its classification accuracy is higher than those of DFNL without selection.771

In these results, we also find that the performance of LFNL with selection is approximately equivalent to772

the system with no poisoning model attack. This gives us confidence that it can effectively defense the773

positioning model attack during federated model aggregation for edge AI.774

775
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SI.4: Learning against image rotation on traffic image dataset776

In the real-world scenario, the collected images maybe not in the right orientation and they are777

sometimes rotate with random angles. In this case, we demonstrate the classification robustness of LFNL778

on traffic image dataset7,8 in the presence of image rotation (Supplementary Fig. 5a). In the benchmark779

LFNL, an SNN is with 1728-2500-3 neurons (input-hidden-label layer size). For the traffic image780

dataset7,8, in total, 872 images were used with three classes, including 160 bicycle images, 205 car images,781

and 507 traffic light images. 80% of the images are used for training, and the remaining images (20%) are782

adopted for validation and testing.783

784
785

Supplementary Fig. 5: Classification evaluation of LFNL on traffic image dataset under image786
rotation. a, Three scenarios that traffic images are rotated, i.e., normal state with no image rotation,787
image rotation by 90o , 180o, and 270o, as well as image rotation with random angles. b, Validation loss788
curves for the three scenarios of Supplementary Fig. 5a. c, 35 independent test accuracy evaluations for789
three learning methods after training. d, Box plots show test accuracy for 35 independent evaluations of790
Supplementary Fig. 5c.791
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As illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 5b, LFNL with image rotation ( 90o , 180o, and 270o) achieves a792

similar test accuracy to the normal state with no rotation under different number of global training epochs,793

and the mean classification accuracy is reached 96.20% for these two scenarios (Supplementary Fig. 5c,d).794

The overall test accuracy of LFNL with random image rotation is just slightly lower than that of the795

normal state with no rotation via each global training epoch (Supplementary Fig. 5b), still achieving a test796

accuracy of 93.40% (Supplementary Fig. 5c,d). These results support the conclusion that the proposed797

LFNL method can robustly recognize/classify images even though the images are placed in different798

rotation angles.799

800

801

SI.5: Learning with more edge devices on MNIST and TIDIGITS datasets802

To showcase LFNL’s scalability and flexibility in classifying image and speech signal on larger and803

more high-dimensional datasets, we provide an additional case investigation where MNIST16 and804

TIDIGITS17 datasets are divided into more parts for small edge devices. Similarity, the dataset805

distributions for the six devices are equally set as 13.3% with each being with a small dataset.806

As plotted in Supplementary Fig. 6a,b, we find that the overall test accuracy of the six locally training807

devices can maintain a high level (around 95%), which is slight lower than that of three locally training808

devices (Fig. 6a,b in the main manuscript). The reason lies in the fact that even though the 60000 training809

image of MNIST dataset is equally divided into six small parts for six devices, each locally training810

device still has sufficient samples (each has 10000 samples) to train a reliable classifier.811

However, when we test the classification performance on TIDIGITS dataset by dividing it into six812

small parts for six edge devices, the overall test accuracy values of the six locally training devices813

substantially decline (Supplementary Fig. 6c,d). Moreover, the test accuracy values of the six locally814

training devices fluctuate more frequently than that of LFNL. The reason is that the number of training815

samples of each device is 660, which is significant less than that of MNIST dataset. Therefore, the local816

learning with insufficient training samples overfit quickly and led to an unstable training model. On the817

contrary, LFNL overcomes this local overfitting issue and significantly outperforms the locally training818

devices (Supplementary Fig. 6c-e). It is worth noting that even if the training dataset is divided into more819

smaller parts for edges devices, the LFNL results still does not deteriorate (Supplementary Fig. 6c-e).820

821

822
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823
Supplementary Fig. 6: Scenario that dividing the MNIST and TIDIGITS datasets for six edge824
devices with each being with small dataset size. a, Evaluation of test accuracy for six edge devices and825
LFNL over 35 independent runs on MNIST dataset. The dataset distributions for the six devices are826
equally set as 13.3%. b, Box plots show test accuracy for 35 independent test evaluations of827
Supplementary Fig. 6a. c, Evaluation of test accuracy for six edge devices and LFNL over 35 independent828
runs on TIDIGITS dataset. The dataset distributions for the six devices are equally set as 13.3%. d, Box829
plots show test accuracy for 35 independent evaluations of Supplementary Fig. 6c. e, Box plots show test830
accuracy for twenty small edge devices and LFNL over 35 independent runs on TIDIGITS dataset. The831
dataset distributions for the twenty devices are equally set as 4%.832
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Supplementary Table 1: Network and training parameters for training on LFNL used to produce the833

experimental results in this work.834

835
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